
Case Study
REDWOOD AREA SCHOOL 
DISTRICT #2897

Redwood Area Schools   

Featuring Ruckus APs

Upgrading school wireless  
infrastructure to handle the 
demands of a one-to-one  
environment.

Redwood Area School District #2897 is located 
in Redwood Falls, MN.  

After rolling out a 1-1 technology initiative in 
2015, Redwood Area Schools identified stresses 
and strains on their wireless infrastructure that 
significantly impacted the educational experience 
of their students. 

Wireless Devices

2021 Enrollment

Hardware Requirements

Redwood Area Schools 2021 enrollment 
was 1,071 students and 195 staff. 

According to Stephen Lien, Technology 
Director,  “In order to sustain and grow  
our 1-1 initiative, supporting our digital  
educational resources including Google 
Apps for Education, our Schoology LMS, 
and additional educational web apps and 
resources, we needed to revolutionize our 
wireless infrastructure.”

Redwood Area Schools owns 1,500 
wireless devices for students and 

They required 802.11ac Wave 2-class 
APs that could manage 100 clients per 
AP in each classroom.
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While their wireless solution in place at the time 
provided district-wide wireless coverage, it didn’t 
account for density distributions and peak  
demands, especially during testing season. Many 
students would experience sudden disconnects 
on their devices, causing them to lose their  
session on a website or a testing session. This 
also interrupted learning and created unnecessary 
anxiety during testing. Teachers struggled to have 
confidence implementing a digital classroom 
resource when they lacked faith in the wireless 
infrastructure needed to support it.

The Challenge



The Results

A Word of Advice

According to Lien, the biggest benefit of all was 
that everything worked. There were no more  
interruptions for student learning; there were no 
more helpdesk tickets from teachers reporting 
that kids were losing connections; there were  
no more lost nights of sleep as testing days  
approached. The new infrastructure has been  
so trustworthy, I’ve never had to worry.  

Teachers were especially grateful for the change.  
Teachers already have so much to manage in a 
classroom every day, and the last thing they need 
is their technology tools to bring it all to a crashing 
halt. When teachers are confident in their technology,
students feel it, and that makes for a powerful 
learning environment.  

“The H510 is an excellent 
AP that manages all 
the wireless devices my 
students and staff throw 
at it in every classroom 
every day without fail. 
I cannot stress enough 
how satisfying it is to have 
a wireless network that 
works, and works well.”

“The low-profile 1U form 
factor is easy to install 
into an existing box, 
and, once deployed, it’s 
very easy to service and 
manage. It doesn’t stand 
out. Many people find it 
surprising that the small 
box on the wall is the 
wireless access point.”  

RUCKUS
H510 APs

An Economic 
1-AP-Per Classroom

Low Profile  
1U Form Factor 

For more than a year, Redwood Area Schools’ 
technology department was fighting fires, but 
lacked the ability to prevent them. They analyzed 
client behavior. They ran spectrum analysis tests 
in rooms that experienced high rates of discon-
nects. They tried manual adjustments to AP 
signal strengths to adjust for overlapping channels 
and competing signals. They tried relocating a 
few APs to adjust coverage areas. Their efforts 
made headway in understanding the problem, 
but not solving it. Their efforts were insufficient, 
because they didn’t have enough APs to handle 
the demands of a 1-1 initiative.

Stephen Lien says, “It’s easy to wrongly 
judge that the cheapest AP in the catalog 
can’t handle big jobs.  Big things can and 
do indeed come in small packages, and our 
experience with the H510 is proof of that.” 

INSTALLATION
ADVANTAGES

The Solution 

Lien said the Ruckus H510 Access Point stood 
out because it was small and shaped differently, 
marketed to hotel clientele, and was the only AP 
with a built-in 4-port network switch. But it packed 
a lot of power in a small package; with performance 
specs and hardware very similar to the R310 with 
the ability to manage 100 clients per AP.  There 
were additional regions of their building outside 
their classroom spaces where the H510 was not 
the best fit. For those areas, they supplemented 
H510s with Ruckus R610 and R700 APs.


